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Hey, I'm Sandy Kurt!
Islamic geometry artist, surface pattern

designer and educator.

I love barefoot walking, early morning sunshine, silence, reading books about health, conscious
parenting, and natural agriculture (I also have flaws, I promise), and my love language is words of
affirmation. So nice to meet you!
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Established 2016

When I'm not in
my studio...



I create vibrant and attention-grabbing artwork that’s centred around
individuality and uniqueness! Do I create magic? No, but I certainly
know how to leave people speechless and excited about what I do.

Now, I don't mean
to brag but...
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GENDER COUNTRY AGE

Instagram Followers Pinterest Monthly
Views

Website Monthly
Visits

Email List Subscribers
I hate numbers... unless they are about my business.

70% Female
30% Male

10% USA
9% Turkey

8% UK
6% India

25-34



Popularity Contest
Some of my most-hearted designs

throughout the years!
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Haven't you heard
about me before?

Among other publications, in 2021, I was
featured in the famous Turkish newspaper
Yeni Şafak. I was also one of the panellists at
the Bayt Al Fann "Islamic Art & Culture
Digital Festival" in 2022.



My Favorite
Things...

My work (and my soul) consists of zellige patterns, bold
colours, sparkling gold and a dash of weird humour.

 
The smallest pattern I have ever drawn is

1 cm wide. I bet you have never imagined that
something so small could be so cool.

 

and my pattern analysis.

I'm most known for my miniature geometry

Line work is my latest
geometric obsession

This colour combo is
my all time favourite.

Teaching people is
part of my DNA.



STOP.
COLLABORATE
AND LISTEN.

They're saying...

“Sandy is an amazing artist and works with
care and professionalism. She was very
friendly and easy to work with. The designs
she custom-made for our products were
beautiful and have become iconic with our
customers. Sandy came up with the concepts,
the designs and the printing files which made
things very easy for us. We also made video
stories behind the designs too!”

- SHAHBAZ MIRZA
FOUNDER OF RAMADAN LEGACY AND
TOWARDS FAITH

“I would highlight her passion and love for
what she does, the delicacy with which she
works and how easy it is to work with her.
From the beginning, it was very easy to work
with her. Her passion and eagerness is the first
thing that caught my attention, over and
above the agreements we could reach, you
could see that the most important thing for
her was to do the job and do it well.
In the time we had agreed, she delivered the
finished work, which is really amazing and my
clients liked it a lot.

- HAMZA BERMEJO
FOUNDER OF MUNIRA LEATHER AND HAMZAH

MUNIRA LEATHER X SANDY KURT RAMADAN LEGACY 
X SANDY KURT

LA TOUCHE ORIGINALE 
X SANDY KURT

MIMAANI X SANDY KURT SHABABUNA X SANDY KURT TOWARDS FAITH 
X SANDY KURT



Every design is analysed and
constructed by me using a
compass and a ruler.

From fabric, wallpaper, bedding, bath, baby, and paper party goods to
packaged goods, I can create a design for that!!



Get in touch!
Website: www.sandykurt.com 

 
Instagram: @sandy.kurt

 
Email: sandy@sandykurt.com

For the lover of colour and originality

Let's make something
fun together!

https://sandykurt.com/
https://www.instagram.com/sandy.kurt/

